Abstract-The mesh size convergence rate of the finite element method in two-dimensional GaAs MESFET simulation has been investigated numerically. The equations governing MESFET operation and the finite element formulation of these equations are summarized. The presence of corner singularities at the gate contact endpoints is noteworthy. for such singularities are known to determine the convergence rate in linear model problems. The local potential and electron concentration solutions are obtained in the neighborhood of these singularities and used to estimate a lower bound on the convergence rate for the nonlinear problem. The rate of convergence of the MESFET problem is tabulated for three mesh sequences and discussed. The common source output characteristic of a 0.25 pm gate length GaAs MESFET is calculated and compared to the characteristic of a MESFET fabricated in our laboratory. Considerable discrepancy between the two is obtained; reasons for this are hypothesized.
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NOTATION
non-zero constants constants, possibly zero field dependent electron diffusion constant electric field constant in velocity-field relation generalized mesh size parameter average mesh size parameter average domain edge length continuum (discrete) drain current per unit gate width total electron particle current density continuum (discrete) electron concentration doping concentration intrinsic electron concentration unit normal vector fundamental electronic charge continuum (discrete) total stored charge _fj(Nd-n)dxdy polar coordinates time continuum (discrete) potential built-in potential (defined as negative) constant potential value on contact field dependent electron velocity electron saturated velocity value reciprocal thermal voltage = 38.67 V-r at 300 K semiconductor permittivity relative permittivity continuum (discrete) value of e-B*0 constant contact value of in field dependent (low field) electron mobility continuum (discrete) electron quasi-Fermi level domain of simulation (or ohms when used as a unit) local domain about a corner singularity magnitude norm (see Appendix for definition of norms) del vector operator Laplacian
INTRODUCTION
The mesh size convergence rate of the finite element method in two-dimensional GaAs MESFET simulation has been investigated numerically. The finite element formulation of the system of partial differential equations governing MESFET operation is summarized under the usual drift-diffusion approximation of electron transport. The MESFET geometry simulated is found to contain two corner singularities at the gate contact endpoints where unbounded potential and electron concentration gradients exist. Drain and source contact endpoints have bounded gradients due to the geometry simulated. Corner singularities can occur when a second order elliptic partial differential equation is solved in two-dimensions over a domain containing sharp "corners" and/or abrupt changes in boundary data along the domain edge. Such boundary problems have been treated in general in great depth [l,2] [5] cannot be directly applied due to the presence of unbounded gradients in the solution. Accordingly, the convergence rate for the nonlinear time independent MES-FET problem will be estimated as bounded above by the approximation properties of the element shape functions, and bounded below by local solution behavior in the vicinity of corner singularities in a manner analogous to the result from linear model problems.
To determine the severity of the corner singularities, the governing differential equations are solved locally near the gate contact endpoints using Fourier series techniques. The results obtained are an extension of [6] . From this information, estimates of the convergence rate of the MESFET problem are made. Convergence estimates for the MOSFET problem biased so that the semiconductor surface is free of all mobile carriers are also possible (see Section 3). These estimates are tested by direct calculation of the rates of convergence for three sequences of finite element meshes. These sequences implement uniform mesh refinement, weak local mesh refinement, and strong local mesh refinement (see Section 5) . The convergence of various discrete variables to their continuum values is measured as a function of mesh size in three norms: the L* (Euclidean) norm, the W,', Sobolev norm, and the L" (maximum) norm (see Appendix for definition of norms). The variables investigated are potential V, electron concentration n, electron quasi-Fermi level &, drain current/gate width JD, and total stored charge Q. A 0.25 pm gate length GaAs MESFET is simulated. The common source output characteristic obtained is compared to the characteristic of a MESFET fabricated in our laboratory. There is considerable discrepancy; reasons for this will be hypothesized.
Section 2 presents the governing partial differential equations, the MESFET simulated, and the formulation of the discrete equations using the finite element method. Section 3 derives the analytic form of the potential and electron concentration solutions at the gate contact endpoints of the MESFET. Section 4 estimates the convergence rate of the finite element method for this nonlinear problem. The MESFET convergence experiments for the three mesh sequences are summarized in Section 5. Section 6 compares the simulated and experimentally measured MESFET common source output characteristics, and lists reasons for their marked deviation. Section 7 presents conclusions.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS, MEWET SIMULATED, AND DISCRETE

FORMULATION
The following system of partial differential equations and auxiliary equations are used to model MESFET operation. The partial differential equations are
The auxiliary equations are J. = qpL.nE t qD,,Vn = -qgL.niefi("-*n)V& = qD,,n,e""V&,
The following assumptions are implicit in eqns (l)- (7) 4. Neglect of holes. 5. Scalar diffusion constant D. and mobility pn. To obtain eqn (4) from eqn (3), the substitution n = nie8(V-*n) is used. To obtain eqn (5) from eqn (3), the substitution n = nieQV& is used.
Three types of boundary conditions are used. Along ohmic conducting surfaces, Dirichlet boundary conditions are used. The boundary potential is the applied potential; the boundary electron concentration is determined by assuming charge neutrality. Along rectifying conducting surfaces, Dirichlet boundary conditions are used. The boundary potential is the applied potential plus the built-in potential; the boundary electron concentration depends on the gate-source bias potential. In reverse bias, a balance between diffusion and thermionic current flow determines the electron concentration [7] . In forward bias, thermionic current flow dominates and determines the electron concentration [8, 9] . Along nonconducting surfaces, Neumann boundary conditions are used. On assuming zero permittivity external to the MESFET and no trapped surface charge, appropriate boundary conditions are V V. n = J, * n = 0, where n is the unit vector normal to the surface.
The cross section of the 0.25 pm gate length GaAs MESFET to be modeled is shown in Fig. 1 . (source, gate, and drain are marked S, G, D, respectively). The active layer is uniformly doped Nd = 1.0 x 10" cm-' and is 0.25 pm thick; the gate width is 125 pm. The actual source-drain spacing is 5 pm; however, only a region 1 grn long centered about the gate is simulated in twodimensions. This is the device region delineated by the dotted lines s' and D' in 
ANALYTICFORMOFPOTENTIALANDELECTRON CONCENTRATIONATGATEENDF'OINTS
In this section, eqns (1) and (2) will be solved locally near the MESFET gate endpoints to determine the severity of the singularity present. The technique is also applicable to MOSFET's biased so that the semi-conductor surface is fully depleted of mobile carriers. The singularity problem has been treated in general [l] and in the context of semiconductor modeling [6] . The following treatment expands on]61 by solving eqns (1) and (2) simultaneously under the assumption of no time variation (&r/at = 0 in eqn 2) and zero permittivity outside the device region. Since the depletion approximation n d Nd is an excellent assumption in the gate depletion region, the problem reduces to: Solve
Here S is some fixed small positive number, and V,, lno are constant boundary values along the contact 0 < r < 6, B = 0. The domain is chosen to have a variable angle err (in the MESFET, a = I), and to use eqn (5) J, in eqn (9) . The depletion approximation has decoupled eqns (1) and (2) . Equation (8) can be solved in a,, then eqn (9) is solved using the resulting potential solution from eqn (8) .
A Fourier series analysis solution following[rl] is used to solve both eqns (8) and (9) . Since each equation is solved similarly, the potential solution will be given, then the solution for & will be outlined. The solution to eqn (8) subject to eqns (IO)- (12) (17) in eqn (16) and the orthogonality properties of the tI < QB} subject to the boundary conditions 'P*j+t yields
The solution to eqn (18) is (19) where
The dominant term of eqn (17) as r+O is sought subject to I&I < p in R,. Using eqns (19)- (20), this result is in(r, 0) = I,,0 + Ar'%in& t o(rsmln) (21) with For a > l/2, Smin < I therefore the potential and & have unbounded gradients as r+O. Their local behavior is given by eqns (13) (21) and (22) . The local electron concentration and electron quasi-Fermi level solutions can be constructed from eqns (13) and (21).
ESTIMATE OF CONVERGENCE OF THE FINITE ELEMENT
METHOD
The mesh size convergence rate of the finite element method for elliptic partial differential equations in the presence of cor.ner singularities has been well documented in two areas. Firstly, convergence rates for linear model problems have been derived rigorously [3, 41 , and verified computationally [4, 12] . Secondly, a general theory for convergence of nonlinear problems exists for the case when gradients remain bounded [5] . Unfortunately, neither case applies to the time independent MESFET problem. Accordingly, in order to have some reference to compare to the computationally measured convergence rate of eqns (1) and (2), the convergence rate for this nonlinear problem with unbounded gradients will only be estimated. The convergence rate is hypothesized to be estimated from above by the approximation properties of the linear shape functions used (optimal order convergence), and from below by local solution behavior in the vicinity of corner singularities in a manner analogous to linear model problem results to be described below.
Consider a sequence of regular triangulations of domain 0 parameterized by a single (norma!ized) mesh size variable h with 0 < h < 1. For linear shape functions on triangular elements, a sequence of triangulations is regulur (or non-degenerate or in compliance wnh a uniformify condition) if all vertex angles of all triangular elements are bounded away from zero as h+O. Following [4] , for a linear elliptic problem with the coefficient of the Laplacian bounded away from zero, and if u(lrh) represents the continuum (discrete) solution to the second order problem, then for linear shape functions in two-dimensions:
(23) (9) lies outside the conventional theory since the Laplacian coefficient contains 0, which tends to zero in RI as r-+0. This major stumbling block aside, eqns (23)-(24) will also be used to estimate the convergence rate of 5. over RI and R. The upper estimate of convergence assumes the element shape function limits convergence rate: this is the case k = 2 in eqns (23) and (24) and will be referred to as optimal order dominant (OOD) convergence. The lower estimate of convergence uses the severity of the singularities in V and [,, to estimate convergence: this will be referred to as corner singularity dominant (CSD) convergence. The following paragraph extracts the k value to be used in eqns (23)-(24) for CSD convergence estimates.
For the MESFET of Section 2, the simulated region fi between s' and D' contains six "corners"-four are the 90" polygon corners, and two are the present at the endpoints of the gate contact. For the polygon corners, (Y = l/2. The electric field is bounded as r-+0. Both Poisson's equation and the electron current continuity equation have leading coefficients bounded away from zero, and eqns (23) and (24) apply to V and 5" directly near the four corners. If these were the only corners (i.e. no gate), then[S] guarantees optimal order convergence over the whole domain 0. Hence, these four corners are reasonably taken as having no detrimental effect on convergence properties of the problem. These are the CSD convergence estimates for V and 6".
Estimates are still needed for &, n, Q, and JD. In the spirit of eqns (2SH28). and without rigorous proof, the following CSD estimates seem reasonable: Each norm in eqns (?S)-(34) has a single convergence rate exponent associated with it as determined by the governing equations and domain R. If corner singularities limit convergence rate then CSD estimates should be close to numerically measured rates; if the degree of shape function approximation limits convergence rate the OOD estimates should be close to numerically measured rates. In every case, faster convergence is allowed for due to the inequality present in eqns (25) (34). Additionally, eqns (2%(34) apply only for linear shape functions defined on mesh sequences which are singly parameterized by h. For sufficient local mesh refinement (resulting in a mesh which may not be singly parameterized. see Section 5) or by inclusion of singular shape functions, restoration of OOD convergence rates is expected [4] . For the case of local mesh refinement this is verified in Section 5.
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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON MESFET CONVERGENCE
Three sequences of finite element meshes were used to examine the convergence of the system of eqns (1) and (2) using linear shape functions for the variables V and 4,. Unless otherwise specified, the MESFET is biased at a constant VD.,. = 0.2 V, V,,. = 0 V. As seen in Section 6, this is in the region of stable differential negative resistance. Define the average mesh size parameter h as (35) where NE = the number of finite elements in the mesh. The three mesh sequences are described as follows:
1. Sequence 1. This sequence of meshes consists of four meshes starting with the triangulation of Fig. 2 obtain the next mesh in the sequence, the number of elements is quadrupled (l is halved) by connecting midpoints of the three element sides. Each of the four newly created triangular elements is similar to the original element; therefore, vertex angles are bounded away from zero as required. The remaining two meshes in the sequence are obtained similarly. These meshes are referred to as M1.l, M1.2, M1.3, and Ml.4 (the first digit means Sequence 1, the second digit orders the meshes from coarse to fine). Sequence 1 implements uniform mesh refinement, indicating local mesh size is decreasing at a'uniform rate over the entire domain as the meshes are examined in sequence. 2. Sequence 2. This sequence of meshes consists of five meshes starting with the triangulation of Fig. 3 . This is mesh M2.1. The next four meshes are obtained as for Sequence 1, with two additions. The first addition is that an attempt is made to decrease the mesh size faster near the gate due to the anticipated singularities. This is done by no longer refining between edge midpoints, but rather dividing edges into two segments with length ratios 1% I 5 R s 2 so that the smaller triangle is oriented nearest the gate. The second addition is to reduce the mesh by different factors in the x-and y-directions. The refinement is accomplished as follows: (I) transform mesh M2.1 into a 6 x 3 regular nodal mesh, (2) refine this mesh into a NX x NY nodal mesh (in this case 9 x 5 to obtain M2.2), (3) transform the new mesh back to the original geometry, (4) reconnect nodes with segments to form a valid triangulation and (5) weak local mesh refinement, indicating local mesh size decreases up to 2.5 times faster near the singularities than near S' and D' as the meshes are examined in sequence.
3. Sequence 3. This sequence of meshes consists of two meshes, starting with M2.2 = M3.1. Mesh M3.2 is obtained by using the structure of M2.5 immediately adjacent to the gate contact endpoints, and then smoothly blending this fine mesh structure into the coarser mesh structure of M2.3 within a distance of -0.05 pm of the gate. Mesh M3.2 is shown in Fig. 5 . Sequence 3 implements strong local mesh refinement, indicating local mesh size decreases much faster (here 6.6 times) near the singularities than near S' and D' as the meshes are examined in sequence.
Each Sequence 1-3 can be considered to be singly parameterized by i; this is true for any finite sequence of meshes. In the limit i-*0, Sequence 1 is clearly still singly parameterized; for Sequences 2-3 this may not be the case. Hence, Sequence I will best measure the convergence rate of eqns (1) and (2). Table I summarizes the three mesh sequences. Table I for definitions). Since Sequence 1 is singly parameterized, the choice is irrelevant. However, for Sequences 2 or 3, the entries in Table 2 will change somewhat if this is Table I . Mesh specifications done. The use of 6 is consistent with other work [4, 12] ; if hmin Or II,,, are used the overall conclusions drawn from Table 2 remain unchanged (see next paragraph). Norm calculation requires knowledge of the continuum solution to eqns (1) and (2), which for practical reasons is taken to be the solution to eqns (1) and (2) on mesh M2.5. The validity of this convention merits brief discussion. M2.5 is twice as refined as any other mesh used (with the exception of M3.2 within 0.005 pm of the gate endpoints). L2 and W,' error norm values calculated for the solution on M2.3 with either M2.4 or M2.5 as the "continuum" solution differed at most by 25%, and typically 12%. This reduced sensitivity was anticipated due to the smoothing effect of integrations performed in norm calculation, and supports the sufficiency of halving element sixes for continuum solution definition. However, examination of V and LJ. solutions on M2.5 near the gate endpoints shows V in excellent agreement with eqn (13) for a! = 1, but In in marked disagreement with eqn (21) for Smin = 0.309. The discrepancy in i;l arises because the assumption es" = eBvo made prior to eqd (16) only becomes valid within 10% for r I 0.0038 A. This is an impractical dimension beyond the validity of the equations. Accordingly, norms involving (4" -4.h) cannot indicate true asymptotic behavior: (V-V") norms are not limited by this difficulty. Furthermore, (n -nh) and (Q -0") norms are unaffected since their values are weighted away from the singularities due to the depletion region: lack of asymptotic 5. values should not strongly affect (JD -JDh) norms.
Three conclusions are evident from Table 2 . Firstly, when strict uniform mesh refinement is used as in Sequence 1, suboptimal convergence rates of V, &, and n are observed. Reduced convergence in V or 4, is particularly evident; convergence of n is less hampered due to the presence of the depletion region near the gate which strongly weights the j/n -.n!I/,z, Iln -nhllw2~, and /In -rth/lr= norms away from the gate contact. The CSD estimates for V, 4,, and n are generally seen to be pessimistic, but reasonably good, in predicting convergence rate of Sequence 1. Secondly, the use of local mesh refinement does restore V, 4. and n convergence to near, optimal levels. Sequence 2 is somewhat suboptimal due to the weak local refinement process used. Convergence of Sequence 3 is essentially OOD as a result of the strong local mesh refinement near the gate endpoints of the MESFET problem. Thirdly, for all mesh sequences, IQ -Q"I and especially IJD -JD" / converged much more rapidly than expected. The reason for this is unclear; however, it is hypothesized this is at least partly due-to the current and electric flux density conservative formulation used to solve eqns (1) and (2) . Figure 6 shows /IV-VhJiL2 and /IV-Vh(lW+ vs reciprocal average mesh size (i)-' and indicates the relative ability of the three mesh sequences in error reduction. Mesh M2.1 (Fig. 3) places less constraint on the solution than mesh Ml.1 (Fig. 2) 5 V, a region of stable differential negative resistance is seen. The mesh dependence of this region has been previously described in [13] . Figure 8 shows the same results after the addition of S -S' and D -D' resistances of 0.34 R cm. This value is chosen to fit the triode region output conductance g, of the simulated device to the MESFET fabricated in our laboratory[l4, IS]. This fabricated device is shown dotted in Fig. 8 . Significant differences are seen between the two sets of characteristics. Some of the reasons felt to be responsible for the discrepancies are:
I. The validity of all assumptions, particularly the drift-diffusion approximation, must be questioned. True energy/momentum balance simulations in two-dimensions are currently prohibitively expensive [6].
2. The large parasitic resistances necessary to fit low field output conductances signal some defect in material parameters used in the simulation, or some unmodeled effect present in the active device region. This problem has been noted by others [l7,18] . Simplified resistance Semi-insulating substrate-active layer effects [22] and non-isothermal conditions within the device[23] are two unmodeled effects known to be operational in the MESFET for this bias region. solutions near the gate contact endpoints are derived and PB287729/AS. Electron Phvsics Laboratorv. The Universitv given by eqns (13) . (21) and (22) . The mesh size confaster than anticipated. A comparison is made between vergence rate of the time independent system of partial differential equations governing MESFET operation is the common source output characteristics of the simuestimated to lie between CSD (corner singularity dominant) and OOD (optimal order dominant) conlated MESFET and a MESFET fabricated in our vergence extremes for mesh sequences parameterized by a single average mesh size value h: Three mesh sequences implementing uniform refinement, weak local refinement, and strong local refinement are used to measure the convergence rate. The tabulated results of Table 2 indicate suboptimal convergence rates are obtained unless local mesh refinement is used (singular shape functions should give the same results, see [l] ). Both drain current densitv and stored charge converged
